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THE BRIEF
“The aim of this module brief is to create two
deliverables, a prototype and a design document.
You are required to create (or finalise) your prototype approach and methodology taken. You must
communicate and present your prototype in a
professional manner - i.e. in a video prototype
for example.
Students may continue their project from Personal Project or start a new project. In either case,
the aim of this module brief is to enable students
to continue to resolve their design solutions from
Semester 1, or begin to engage with a new design
problem. The exact subject material for the project
is self-determined but the module content will
embrace; visual and verbal preparation of
design proposals, research and investigation;
assessment of goals, audience, content and
design requirements; prototype development
and evaluation.”

Concept

//

Brief
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MY DECISION
I have decided to carry on my project from first
semester into second semester. I have done a lot of
research and feel very knowledgeable in this area,
so it would be a waste for me to do something else.
In first semester I did create a lot of the app and
interface for the autonomous car already, however I
believe I can take this project to another level by
adding some features.

Concept
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Decision
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ISSUES
Here is a list of issues with standard car interfaces
that I want to try and solve with my project:
• Clunky buttons / controls
• Having to press a screen/button can be difficult
for people with accessibility issues
• Limited entertainment
• People get bored
• People find driving a chore.

Research
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Issues
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MINDMAP

Concept
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ODESA
TRAM
This animation was created to take part in 3D
Projection Mapping Contest during Odessa Light
Fest in Ukraine.
The images on the right show the real-time
projection in the centre of Odesa - on the
historical building of the Odesa City Council.
I am interested in doing some projection mapping,
so I have taken a look at some examples for inspiration. If I could projection map my designs onto a
car dashboard, I reckon this could be a lot more
effective than just using a standard screen.
https://vimeo.com/169527355

Research

//

Projection Mapping
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HIGH TOP-OGRAPHY
High top-ograohy is a unique interactive shoe
pedestal for a trainer line. The shoes sit on a
projection-mapped topographical mountain range.
Placing shoes on the platform creates disturbances
in the projected algorithmic landscape.
This is another good example of how you can
create interactive projection mapping projects,
which is an option for mine. I chose to look at a
couple of projection mapping projects so I could
get an insight into what is possible.
http://spacefiller.space/mooyoung/

Research
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Projection Mapping
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GESTURE CONTROL
Gesture recognition is an alternative user interface
for providing real-time data to a computer. Instead
of typing with keys or tapping on a touch screen,
a motion sensor perceives and interprets
movements as the primary source of data input.
This is what happens between the time a gesture is
made and the computer reacts:
• A camera feeds image data into a sensing
device that is connected to a computer.
The sensing device typically uses an infrared
sensor or projector for the purpose of
calculating depth.

Gesture control is feature I am thinking of
including in my project. Being able to use gestures
to control the interface means the user doesn’t
have to focus on pressing a button, and won’t
be distracted.
https://www.marxentlabs.com/what-is-gesture-recognition-defined/

• Specially designed software identifies meaningful gestures from a predetermined gesture library where each gesture is matched to
a computer command.
• The software then correlates each registered real-time gesture, interprets the gesture and uses
the library to identify meaningful gestures
that match the library.
• Once the gesture has been interpreted, the
computer executes the command correlated
to that specific gesture.

Research

//

Gestures
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BMW GESTURE CONTROLS
Modern day BMW’s have the gesture control technology included in them. The sensor is located in
the centre just above the head so that it doesn’t
get distracted by any other people in the car.
Here is what you can do:
• Accept a call – point to the BMW iDrive
touchscreen.
• Reject a call – swipe your hand to the right.
• Turn the volume up – circle your finger
clockwise.
• Turn the volume down – circle your finger
counter-clockwise.
• Change rear-view camera angle – create a
circle with your thumb and forefinger.
• Select navigation/custom setting – point to
the touchscreen with two fingers.
https://www.autosofdallas.com/blog/learn-how-touse-the-bmw-5-series-gesture-control-feature/

Research
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Gestures
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BYTON’S
M-BYTE SUV
BYTON, a China-based electric vehicle start-up,
started giving test rides in its M-Byte all-electric
crossover prototype ahead of its launch next year.
BYTON’s vehicles are built around self-driving
technology, which is supplied by Aurora, (the
self-driving start-up founded by Google) and the
entire experience inside the vehicle is built
around it.
The in-car experience, is built around the vehicle’s
giant 49″ by 10″ screen inside the dash. This
alongside the controls on the steering wheel control
the whole car. To me this screen seems extremely
big, overwhelming, and is probably distracting for
the driver in this manual car. A big screen wont be a
problem for me as I am designing for a fully
autonomous vehicle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RsizzqIHd8

Research

//

Dashboards
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MERCEDES-BENZ
VISION AVTR

https://www.theverge.com/2020/1/7/21054257/
mercedes-benz-avatar-avtr-concept-ces-2020

Mercedes-Benz released a new concept car that
was inspired by the 2009 movie Avatar.
Its special spherical wheels that can rotate so that
the AVTR can move sideways, or even diagonally.
This futuristic car is (theoretically) autonomous,
so it has no steering wheel. Instead, passengers
interact with the car through an oval-shaped
controller that raises up to meet your hand. Once
your hand is on the controller, it can vibrate along
with the pace of your breathing and heart rate.
This is a great example of thinking about new and
obscure ways of controlling technology.
The AVTR car will be able to detect when a family
is on board and adapt automatically. The company
didn’t go too deep into what kinds of family features
it would surface, though it did say that parents
will be able to monitor their children from the
dashboard screen.
The main reason for researching this concept car,
is the sweeping 3D graphic display. I love the
shape of the screen and how it engulfs the
passengers. This could be a great source of
inspiration for my dashboard.

Research
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Dashboards
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MERCEDESBENZ F 015
While countless other vehicles are still trying to
prove that cars can, literally, drive themselves,
Merc’s offering takes this for granted. Instead, this
vehicle wants us to consider what we’ll actually do
while the car is driving us around.
The steering wheel slides into the dashboard to
create more of a “lounge” space. The seating
configuration allows four people to face each other
if they want to talk. A collection of screens are
included; one on the rear wall, one on each of the
doors, which offers plenty of opportunity to interact with various media. The dashboard interface
itself in the front, can be controlled through
various gestures which I think is very useful.
Even though I researched this prototype in semester 1, it was useful to recap and concentrate on the
dashboard and interfaces themselves.
https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/mercedesbenz-f015/index.html

Research

//

Dashboards
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HONDA NEUV

https://www.honda.com/mobility/NeuV-Concept

NeuV stands for New Electric Urban Vehicle, is a
concept vehicle whose genesis is based on the
fact that privately-owned vehicles sit idle 96 percent
of the time. The NeuV proposes new value for its
owner by functioning as an automated ride-sharing vehicle, picking up and dropping off customers
at local destinations when the owner is not using
the car. The vehicle can also sell energy back to the
electric grid during times of high demand when
it’s not in use. These activities have the potential
to create a new business model for enterprising
customers.
NeuV also functions as an AI assistant utilising an
“emotion engine”. It will learn from the driver by
detecting the emotions behind the driver’s judgments and then, based on the driver’s past decisions, make new choices and recommendations.
It can check on the driver’s emotional well-being,
make music recommendations based on mood,
and support the owner’s daily driving routine.
The NeuV features a full touch panel interface
enabling both the driver and passenger to access
a simple and convenient user experience.
The way this AI assistant can control the car
and learn about the user, including emotions,
is incredible. This is taking part of what I want to
achieve, to an extreme - being able to control
the car with your voice.

Research

//

Dashboards
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PRO’S & CON’S OF GESTURE CONTROL
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Gestures allow the user to handle multiple
points of input and even define several parameters at once. They are, therefore, a more
natural form of communication.
• Unlike traditional buttons and menus, gestures
do not interrupt the user’s activity by forcing
him to move his hand to the location of a command. Instead, they can be performed directly
from the current cursor position.
• Input devices narrow down the user’s possibilities of interaction, for example a pen or a
mouse limiting the potential forms of input to
single-touch interaction. Gestures that are performed with the user’s hands however, can be
versatile and do not have these constraints.
• Gestures feel very natural to perform since
they mirror our experiences in the real world.

• The user has to learn and remember gestures
before executing them.
• The developer has to provide a system that
correctly recognises these gestures and allows
a rapid and easy learning.
• The teaching of multi-touch and mid-air gestures is more difficult than that of single-touch
gestures.
• Gestures are neither self-revealing nor
self-explanatory.
• Gestures normally involve more muscles than
other interaction techniques which can be very
exhausting.
https://www.grin.com/document/369514

• Apparently users prefer direct touch input
over mouse input, and also gestures are better
regarding speed and accuracy.

Research

//

Gestures
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ARDUINO SENSOR
PAJ7620U2 is an integrated gesture recognition
sensor and acts as an image analytic sensor
system. It can recognize 9 hand gestures such
as moving up, down, left, right, forward, backward,
clockwise, counter-clockwise and waving. It also has
a built-in proximity detection. It can sense
approaching and departing objects.
It has power saving mechanism which makes it
suitable for low power battery operated HMI
devices. It is immune to ambient light and has
ambient light noise cancellation.
Features:
• Gesture/cursor/image modes
• Built-in proximity detection
• Gesture speed is 60~600°/s in normal mode
and 60~1200°/s in gaming mode
• Ambient light noise cancellation
• Max frame rate: 720 fps
https://www.electronicwings.com/components/
paj7620-gesture-recognition-sensor

Research
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Gestures
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LEAP MOTION
The device consists of two cameras and three
infrared LEDs. These track infrared light with a
wavelength of 850 nanometers, which is outside
the visible light spectrum.

Advantages:
• Small so very portable
• Sensitivity of the software, supposed
to be “200 times more accurate than
Microsoft’s Kinect”
• The price is very affordable
• Most easiest method in computer interaction
• Plug and play via USB
• Sleek and small design
• Apps that work well with the technology can be
found and purchased on the Leap Motion site.

Research

//

Gestures

Disadvantages:
• The real life performance may not translate on
to the computer model as expected
• For how good it is, it’s quite expensive
• Not able to perform well on all light conditions
• The sensitivity of the device picks up
everything. It knows what’s going on but is
not always quite sure what to make of the
information. This lends itself to creating a
kind of chaotic experience.
https://farotech.com/blog/review-leap-motion-new-touchless-technology/
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GESTURE CONTROLLED ROBOT
Here someone has created a gesture controlled
robot using Arduino and PAJ7620 gesture sensor.
This is an example of what can be made using the
Arduino gesture sensor. I am going to use this
sensor to try and control the interface I am going
to design.
https://create.arduino.cc/projecthub/jithinsanal1610/simple-gesture-controlled-robot-using-arduino-843cf6?ref=tag&ref_id=gesture&offset=12

Research

//

Gestures
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PRO’S & CON’S OF VOICE CONTROL
Advantages:

Disadvantages:

• Allows the user to operate a computer by
speaking to it.

• Set-up and training can be a significant
investment of time.

• For people with accessibility issues, being able
to use voice commands helps them massively.

• Changes in voice tone, speech clarity, or
accents can cause glitches.

• The software can capture your speech at a
faster rate than you can input the data.

• Limited vocabulary, can be delays while the
software stumbles on your strange words.

• Can control the computer from some
distance away.

• When there are lots of people talking at the
same time, it won’t work.
https://www.techfunnel.com/information-technology/7-pros-and-cons-of-using-speech-recognition-in-business/

Research

//

Voice Control
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VOICE RECOGNITION WITH
ELECHOUSE V3 AND ARDUINO
In this tutorial, they show you how to use the
Elechouse V3 Voice Recognition Module, to
turn on/off an LED using voice commands.
I can use this tutorial to help implement voice
recognition into my project.

Research

//

Voice Control
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USER PERSONA 1

Research

//

User
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USER STORYBOARD 1
Mark requests to be picked up through
the app.

Using gestures, he navigates to Netflix.

Research

//

User

He gets in the car.

He finds a programme and swipes
down to play it.

Using voice control, he requests to go
to his dads house.

The car tells him when he has arrived.

The car responds.

The car has arrived.
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USER PERSONA 2

Research
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User
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USER STORYBOARD 2
Lucy creates a new trip through the
app.

This trip is to work and repeats every
weekday.

She receives a notification telling her
to leave to arrive on time.

Using voice recognition, she turns radio
1 on.

Then using gestures, she turns the
volume up.

After she goes to settings by using
gestures.

Research

//

User

She gets in the car.

And then turns the heating up using
gesture control.
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USER PERSONA 3

Research
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User
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USER STORYBOARD 3
David gets in his car.

He then asks the car to show him his
calendar for the day.

Research

//

User

Using gestures, he chooses his own
profile.

The car shows him this.

He tells the car to take him to work.

After he asks the car to check for
traffic on this route.

The car responds by telling him it found
a route and how long it will take.

Finally the car responds.
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USER PERSONA 4

Research

//

User
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USER STORYBOARD 4
Denise gets in her car.

She uses gestures to choose her
profile.

She then asks the car to take her to
her daughters house.

Again she asks the car to send Ruth a
message.

The car tells Denise it has sent the
message.

Ruth receives a notification saying
Denise is 10 mins away.

Research

//

User

The car responds by finding a route.

Denise arrives safely.
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HOW CAN I USE GESTURES?

Research

//

Gestures
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HOW CAN I USE GESTURES?

Research
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Gestures
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HOW CAN I USE VOICE CONTROL?
With speech you can be a lot more precise about
what you want. With gestures you are limited to
about 15 different actions, where as with words
there are so many different combinations. This is
why I want to use voice control, for more specific
and complex requests from the user.

Research

//

Voice Control

I had a think about what kind of commands would
be useful for people to be able to use within the
car. Here are some that I came up with:
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CAR UI
This is an example of a very clever touchscreen
UI I like. The touchscreen doesn’t have a standard
menus and buttons like usual cars.
You can touch it anywhere and the various
controls depend on how you touch it. Dragging
upwards with two fingers turns up the volume;
dragging up with three changes the audio source,
four fingers controls temperature and five for
airflow. Each has a unique sensitivity based on its
function and can be triggered starting anywhere
on the touch surface. Moving up or down with your
fingers spread a bit wider offers an additional set of
controls. All eight of these can even be remapped
to the driver’s preference.
This different method of user input (not having
to directly press a small button) means the user
can interact with the interface without causing
distraction.
https://medium.com/sketch-app-sources/the-future-interface-of-the-automobile-ef8a0f07e895

Research

//

Interface
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WHAT TO INCLUDE

Ideation

//

Concept
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LOW FIDELITY WIRE-FRAME SKETCHES
Using the list I created on the previous page, I
started sketching some ideas out, mainly thinking
about where everything would go and what would
be the main sections.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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LOW FIDELITY WIRE-FRAME SKETCHES

Development

//

Wire-frames
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COVID-19 UPDATE
Due to the events of Coronavirus, we cannot go
into University anymore and have to quarantine at
home. This is going to make completing my project
extremely difficult, and limit how good my overall
project is at the end. The reasons behind this are;
I can not access the University facility’s like the
workshops which will be a problem mainly when
making the physical dashboard, and not being able
to see my lecturers or class mates for help and
feedback.
The biggest problem for me is making the dashboard. I could change my idea so I don’t have to
make it, however I quite like the idea of the user
being surrounded by this big dashboard. So for that
reason I am going to try and make it at home. I
know it won’t be as good as if I made it at University
however I will give it a go.
On the right is a picture of me and my tutor
Zoom calling, which is how we kept in contact
during lock down.

Project

//

Update
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PHYSICAL PROTOTYPE SKETCHES

I sketched out some ideas for how my dashboard
could look, and then had a play around with different dimensions. I wanted it to be pretty much the
same size as a real car dashboard so it would feel
like users sit in it. I used my dads car as a guide for
dimensions as well.

Development

//

Prototype
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PHYSICAL PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
I started off by using chicken wire to
try and bend it into shape, and then
paper mache on top. However I
wasn’t sure about this method, it
was very hard to create an even
and symmetrical curve.
So I created a second version by
scrunching up tissue paper, using
masking tape, and glue to stick it
together. This process was a lot easier
and you had more control over the
shape of it.
The last image is of me using plaster
of paris. This is used to make models
really solid, as it creates a kind of cast.
I am going to continue making both
models so I can choose the best one
at the end.

Development

//

Prototype
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PROJECT UPDATE
At the start of this project my aim was to create a
car dashboard/interface that could be controlled
using gestures and voice recognition. However I
have decided to change the path of my project
slightly. I am not going to include voice control,
this is because it is a lot of work on top of getting
the gestures to work, and I also want to create an
interface that the user can click on just like any
other touch screen.
So the plan initially was to use gestures to navigate
around the interface, and voice control for more
specific requests. This was because using gestures
to enter, for example a location, would be extremely hard. Due to my decision of getting rid of voice
control, I therefore need a replacement method
of inputting data.
I will do a brain storm thinking of some different
ways I could do this.

Concept

//

Update
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BRAINSTORM

I have decided to choose the
control panel one, I will go into
more detail on the next page.

Ideation

//

Brainstorm
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FINALISED CONCEPT

Development

//

Concept
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CONCEPT FEATURES
• Use gestures to navigate through the
different interface features.
• Personalise your journey using the
control panel.
• Use facial recognition to log into your user
profile which will have all your personalised
settings saved.
• Book your own trips in advanced on the car
schedule before your family does.
• Invite family members to ride alongside.

Concept

//

Features
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CONCEPT BENEFITS
• Having user profiles saves you time, you can
quickly jump back in the car without having to
re-enter your details/settings.
• Facial recognition is a quick and easy method
to log in without the user having to put much
input in.
• The combination of gestures and the control panel is a really engaging interaction, and
means the interface can be used without the
user having to move, even with how wide the
dashboard is.
• Multiple users can ride at the same time.
• The car schedule saves time and organises
the family
• The safety features means the car can’t start
moving until someone authorises it.

Concept

//

Benefits
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TARGET AUDIENCE
I want to create a car that all the family can use.
The car is going to be a fully autonomous so no one
has to drive. This means anyone, any age can get
a ride in the vehicle, and is therefore extremely
broad.
Autonomous vehicles on the market tend to be
very expensive and therefore families can’t
afford them. Which is why they don’t target them
for families, hence why I want to choose this area
of the market.

Concept

//

Audience
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HOW AM I GOING TO INCORPORATE
MULTIPLE USERS
• “Add passenger” button when you use face id
to log in.
• Both users can use gestures and the control
panel however they will have to take turns.
• The car will give recommendations, saved
contacts, trip history etc.. for all the users
not just one.

Concept

//

Multiple Users
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FINALISED SITE MAP

Considering how much my concept and ideas
have changed, I decided to do an updated
site map.

Development

//

Concept
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UPDATED WIREFRAME SKETCHES

Development

//

Wire-frames
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NEW WIRE-FRAME SKETCHES
The top 2 images are of the schedule section on
the control panel. This includes the users personal
schedule, the car schedule, and a create trip button.

The bottom left image is of how the Spotify section
could look.
And the bottom right is how the user would use
face id to log in.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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NEW WIRE-FRAME SKETCHES
The top 2 images show how a user would start a
new trip in the navigation section.

The bottom image shows how the air flow can look
with buttons.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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USER TESTING
Task 1

I decided to conduct some user testing on my
low-fidelity wire-frames before I even develop
them. This is so I can see how the user experience
is, before I waste my time developing them.

Schedule a trip to work from home, and invite a family member.
U1- Home > trip > navigation > search > work > start trip

U2- Home > trip > navigation > search > work > current location > start trip

U3- Home > trip > navigation > search > work > current location > start trip

Research

//

Testing

All 3 users did chose the exact same path which
was good to know. However I thought the users
would go to profile > schedule > schedule trip.
This tells me I have done something wrong. So I
am now going to change my designs so I have
a “schedule trip for later” button in the navigation section. This way the users can book a trip
for later in both areas of the interface.
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USER TESTING
Task 2
Change the album in spotify.
U1 - entertainment > spotify > albums

U2 - entertainment > spotify > albums

U3 - entertainment > spotify > albums

The users did exactly the same, and was exactly how
I wanted them to get there. This tells me everything is
fine and I don’t need to change anything.

Research

//

Testing
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USER TESTING
Task 3
Change the seat position to preset 3.
U1- preferences > seat settings > preset 3

U2- preferences > seat settings > preset 3

U3- preferences > seat settings > preset 3

The users did exactly the same again. Exactly
how I envisioned, so again I don’t need to change
anything. This user testing has been very useful.

Research

//

Testing
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VISUAL MOODBOARD

Research

//

Design
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PHYSICAL PROTOTYPE DEVELOPMENT
Continuing with the
making of my physical
dashboard, I sanded
down the plaster to
make it smooth. Then
used filler to get all the
cracks etc...
Then I tried different
coloured paints out and
projected onto them,
so I could tell which
colour I preferred.
I went for the mid grey
and chose the second
dashboard (scrunched
tissue paper one). The
bottom right picture is
of it finished.

Development

//

Prototype
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RE-DESIGNING FOR PROJECTION

I tried projecting my designs onto the dashboard to
see how it would look. This was when I realised that
either the projector isn’t good enough quality, or
the dashboard isn’t big enough for the projector,
because my designs were very pixilated. Anything
that was too small looked pretty bad.
So I decided to edit my designs for the parts that
are on the projection. I had to make my designs
bigger, showing just a little highlight of each
section would be a good way of achieving this.
Here are my sketches to try and make my
designs bigger:

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

To start with I had a go at creating the section headers. I did try projecting the
top right image onto the physical dashboard which includes the sub-sections
as well, and realised that there isn’t enough space for them to be stacked
vertically. I will have to re-consider my designs for this.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

Designing for each section
was my first step, as I thought
I could bring it all together
at the end for the projection
designs.
Here we have the navigation,
spotify, and air flow sections.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

Next we have the interior
lighting, schedule, and
contacts sections.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

The interior lighting and face id sections.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

These wire-frames are the overviews of each
sub-section to go on the projection. I had to
make everything big due to the projector quality.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES

These wire-frames are the overviews of each
sub-section to go on the projection. I had to
make everything big due to the projector quality.

Development
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Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES
I have concentrated on
the dashboard design,
using the overviews of
the sub-sections from
the last 2 pages.
I have also experimented
with colour to see how it
could look.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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HI-FIDELITY WIRE-FRAMES
This is continued from
the previous page.
I have decided to choose
the bottom design, I
really like the purple
gradient and can use
this to help highlight the
selected sub-section for
the user.

Development

//

Wire-frames
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BRANDING
I am going to use the same branding as first
semester seeing as I am expanding from the same
concept. Last semester I did more of the app
where as this semester I have focussed on the car
interface. I was really happy with the branding I
did before as well so I think it will look good on
the projection.

Development

//

Design
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DEMO VIDEO STORYBOARD

Development

//

Video
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DEMO VIDEO STORYBOARD

Development
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Video
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PROMO VIDEO STORYBOARD

Development
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Video
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USING SKETCH TO DESIGN
Sketch is primarily used for designing the UI
and UX for many digital interfaces, mainly apps
and websites.
This tool is great for creating extremely realistic
prototypes, which is why I have used it to make my
interfaces. I have also used it many times before, so
I know my way around it.

Development

//

Software
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USING PRINCIPLE TO PROTOTYPE
Principle helps users design animated and interactive user interfaces. It adds that professional
look to your designs.
This software can be used in tandem with sketch
to create interactive prototypes. I have used this
tool for my designs.
I had to import my sketch file into Principle so
that I could add some animations/interactions to
my designs.
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USING PREMIERE PRO FOR THE VIDEOS
Premiere Pro is an Adobe software used for video
creating/editing. It is ideal for combining lots of
video clips and adding audio over the top.
I have used this programme many times before so I
shall be using it to create both my videos.
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LEAP MOTION X PROCESSING
To be able to include gestures in my project, I had
to download and import the Leap Motion library
into Processing.

sketch. It also tells you how to use the commands
and how to call them.

This gave me tons of different movements that
the sensor can detect. I can then use these to
change what comes up on the screen.
Below you can see screenshots of me using the
library on the Leap Motion website to include in my
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FINAL PROCESSING SKETCH
Over the next four pages is the code I created to
get the gestures working.
It includes a lot of general Leap Motion code,
which explains how to use some elements, so I am
going to highlight what I have included and talk
through it a little bit.

I used short videos of my designs transitioning
from one section to another. Included them as
movies and created a movie list.

In the draw section under image I said the movielist
which basically means play a movie from the list.
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FINAL PROCESSING SKETCH

I used a boolean here to tell if the hand is left or
right, this is essential to know because of the grid
layout in my design.
fingerCount parameter literally counts the number
of fingers it can see. Then if the count changes it
stops the previous movie, change the movie
number and play.
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FINAL PROCESSING SKETCH

Here you can go into more detail and find out
which finger it is, however I only need to know the
number of fingers.
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FINAL PROCESSING SKETCH

My final Processing sketch worked pretty well, and
took quite a long time to code especially someone
like me who doesn’t know too much about coding.

This is essential for the videos to work.
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The left hand was fully functional, and it could
tell which hand it was, but I didn’t have time to get
the right hand working as well.
It does prove though that my concept can be
made and would work in the real world. It could
easily be given to a developer who could make
it properly.
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PROJECTION MAPPING

It took me a while to find the right software to projection map, because a lot of them you had to pay
for if you wanted to save your project. But I found
this one called Mapio2Pro which was free to use
the demo, and seemed simple to use.
I looked at some tutorials online so I could understand how to use it and which tools I should utilise.
I decided to split the image up into lots of thin
strips, move the strips live on the dashboard
projection into the right place, and then warp
each strip so they line back up.
This worked pretty well and I am pleased with the
result, however it isn’t perfect.
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MAKING A SCRIPT
Liber Promo Script
90% of all car crashes come from human error, we
are here to eliminate this.
We have designed the first family centred fully autonomous vehicle.
With no time at the wheel, we focussed on revolutionising your day to day journeys.
Our immersive dashboard can be controlled though
a combination of Gestures and touch.
User profile enables individuals to personalise the
car to their own requirements.
You can book the car using our user friendly
schedule with the opportunity to invite other family
members as well.
Liber making your journey an experience rather
than a task.
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MAKING A SCRIPT
Liber Demo Script
Welcome to the demonstration video of Liber.
Leap motion technology has been used to enable passengers to navigate
through the dashboard by using gestures.

Kate has completed her journey.

The left hand, controls the 5 main areas of Liber, each finger represents one
section.

Unlike Kate, his journey is not scheduled, so therefore he has had to create a new
trip in the navigation section.

Once the passenger has chosen their desired area, they then can use their
right hand to move through this sub section in more detail. Using the same
principle that each finger represents one sub section.

To begin any motion of the vehicle, the user will have to go though a transition of
safety messages.

Here we begin to show how different users interact with our product. This is
Kate.

The next user is David.

During his joinery David decided to put on some music. Which is located in the
Media section.

Whenever a passenger gets into the vehicle, to unlock the car they will need
to log in via Face ID.

He then would like change the temperature on the car, which is located in Preferences. The user friendly design, makes it easy for David to adjust temperature and
airflow, making his journey more comfortable.

This passenger already has a scheduled trip, so as soon as she has logged in,
the car is in motion.

David has arrived at his destination.

During her joinery, she first decides to change interior lighting.
The sub-section chosen will pop up on the screen, which is used as the main
control panel, located with easy access for the users, below the dashboard.
She then heads to the schedule section, which is under profile. This is where
users can see what they have on their personal agenda, but they also have
access to the cars schedule, so they can see when it is free.
Kate now decides to schedule the school run, and invites her children along
too.
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Here shows Kate and her daughter Olivia, sharing a journey.
When logging in you can add multiple passengers, so the car can bring up recommended media, saved presets and recent trips for each individual.
Kate and Olivia both wanted to change their seat positions, by using their saved
presets assigned to their profile. These presets can also be altered.
Kate then wishes to ring David, using the inbuilt phone, found in Profile.
For more information, please visit our website liber.co.uk.
Thank you for listening.
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RECORDING VOICE OVER
I got someone else to record their voice whilst
reading out the scripts.
If I was in University, I could have gone into the
studio to record, to get a better quality sound.
However I can’t so I’ll have to make do with my
laptop microphone.
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FINAL DESIGNS
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FINAL DESIGNS
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FINAL DESIGNS
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MOCKUP

Introduction

//Introduction
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CONCLUSION
This project for me has been a real success, even
with all the setbacks I have had to face throughout.
Learning to work from home and make the most out
of what I had was something I had to do effectively
and quickly, and will also be a help when I’m working
in the real world.
Throughout the project including first semester I
completed a lot of research, especially user research
which was the key to my success. This included
user personas, scenarios, storyboards, user testing,
and many more.
All together I have created a very professional
autonomous car package. In first semester I did the
application and branding, in second semester I created
the concept and car interface. I am really pleased with
the outcome as a whole package and feel it is going to
be a really good project to talk about in my portfolio.
In terms of where I could improve; my physical
dashboard definitely could have been made more
professionally, however it would have helped having
a workshop. I could have done some more thorough
user research on what to include/not to include, again
though this was tricky to achieve without being able
to go out the house. Also I would have done some
better user testing, on a broader range of users if
I could have.
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FUTURE PROSPECTS
I have got a few ideas of how my project could be
developed further in the future:
The obvious one is first, which would just be to get a
developer to finish the coding so the full gesture
system works.
Next I would also use a better quality projector,
this is so my designs could be smaller without looking pixelated. This would have been solved if I was
in university and had access to the TRC.
You can get projectors that can be touched on
what ever surface it is projecting onto, like a screen.
This would mean the control panel wouldn’t be
needed. However these are extremely expensive
hence why I didn’t do this from the start. An
example is the Sony Xperia Touch.
Finally, my concept could develop slightly. It could
be that these Liber cars are a kind of taxi service
like Uber but with no driver. Therefore no one
would have to own cars. You could still use user
profiles so the car would remember your settings,
and therefore still personalise your ride.
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